Statistics and selections is a function of Wise intended to support the business process of your library organization. Key data from the system can be leveraged directly within this menu to create meaningful reports.

### Use statistics and selections
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Find information about how to use reports in the Wise staff client.

- Reports terminology
- Types of reports
- View reports

### Statistical data
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Reports generated in the Statistical data section provide insight into circulation and customer statistics in the Wise staff client.

- Analyses
- Ratio

### Selections
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Selections allows users to create and store reporting selections.

- Access to data
Strategy for generating reports
Selections screen
Create a new selection
Manage selections
Manage sets
Edit titles as a set

• **Selections by set type and selection source**
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Learn about the set types available for creating reports in Wise.

- Customer selections
- Items selections
- Titles selections
- Orders selections
- Order lines selections
- Periodicals selections
- Holds selections
- Financial items selections
- Logfile selections
- Messages selections
- Transactions selections
- Performances selections
- Activities selections

• **schoolWise and Mediatheek Wise statistics**
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Not for use in US libraries.